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Abstract. Estonian spoken dialogues have been analysed with 
the purpose to model natural argumentation. Calls from an 
educational company to different institutions are studied 
where a salesclerk argues for taking a training course by a 
customer. The study demonstrates that salesclerks try to 
persuade customers stressing the usefulness of a course in 
most cases. Our further goal is to model natural dialogue 
where the computer as a dialogue participant (a salesclerk) 
follows norms and rules of human-human communication. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

How do people argue? To answer this question, one has to 
study corpora that include human-human conversations. 
Argumentation is used in the dialogues that deal with 
cooperative problem solving. Let us list some of the most 
important corpora [6]. 

The HCRC Maptask Corpus consists of 128 dialogues where 
participants are marking a route on a map. The TRAINS 
corpus includes 98 problem solving dialogues where one 
participant plays the role of a user and has a certain task to 
accomplish, and another plays the role of the system by acting 
as a planning assistant. The Monroe corpus contains 20 
human-human mixed-initiative, task-oriented dialogues about 
disaster-handling tasks. The COCONUT corpus includes 
computer-mediated human-human dialogues in which two 
subjects cooperate on buying furniture for a house. The 
Linköping Dialogue Corpus consists of 60 dialogues collected 
in Wizard of Oz-experiments using two scenarios: car repair 
and travel. The VERBMOBIL corpus includes bilingual 
situational dialogues recorded with a role-playing manner 
(schedule arrangement, hotel, sight seeing). Switchboard is a 
collection of about 2430 spontaneous conversations between 
543 speakers in which the subjects were allowed to converse 
freely about a given topic.  

Dialogue acts and some other phenomena are annotated in 
the corpora. Different coding schemes are used for various 
purposes: for annotation and analysis of units of dialogue, to 
support the design of a dialogue system, to support machine 
learning of dialogue acts and sequences, theoretical analysis of 
the pragmatic meanings of utterances. DAMSL (Dialogue Act 
Markup in Several Layers) is a well-known system for 
annotating dialogues [3]. A more elaborate version of the 
SWBD-DAMSL (Switchboard Shallow-Discourse Function 

Annotation), has been used to code the Switchboard corpus 
[3]. The Maptask coding scheme is used to annotate 
transactions, dialogue games and moves in dialogues [1]. The 
VERBMOBIL corpus uses 18 dialogue acts for annotation of 
topics. 

Our current research is done on the Estonian Dialogue 
Corpus (EDiC) which contains dialogues of two kinds [2]. The 
main part of EDiC is made up of spoken human-human 
dialogues – 715 calls and 116 face-to-face conversations. The 
remaining part of EDiC – 21 written dialogues – is collected 
in the Wizard of Oz experiments [7]. We have two purposes 
collecting the corpus – (1) to study human-human 
conversations and human-computer interactions, and (2) to 
develop a DS which interacts with a user in Estonian. 

Dialogue acts are annotated in EDiC using a DAMSL-like 
typology which is based on the conversation analysis approach 
[2]. According our typology, dialogue acts are divided into 
two groups: (1) acts that form so-called adjacency pairs (AP) 
like proposal – agreement (A: Call me later. – B: OK), and (2) 
non-AP acts like acknowledgement. The number of the 
dialogue acts is about 120.  

In this paper, we will investigate the conversations where 
the goal of one partner, A, is to get another partner, B, to carry 
out a certain action D. Such communication process can be 
considered as exchange of arguments (and counter-arguments) 
pro and con of doing D. This type of dialogue forms one kind 
of so-called agreement negotiation dialogues [8].  

Because of this, we have modelled the reasoning processes 
that people supposedly go through when working out a 
decision whether to do an action or not. Our model is 
implemented as an experimental dialogue system and can be 
used, among other applications, as a “communication trainer” . 

In our previous paper, calls to a travel agency have been 
analysed with the aim to find out strategies implemented by a 
travel agent in order to influence the reasoning processes of a 
customer to book a trip [4]. It turned out that customers 
wanted only to get information in most of the analysed calls, 
and argumentation has been used only in a limited number of 
cases. 

In this paper, we consider the dialogues where a salesclerk 
of an educational company calls another institution (a manager 
or another responsible person) and offers courses of his/her 
company. Both the participants are official persons. We may 
expect that a salesclerk tries to influence the partner in such a 
way that (s)he decides to book a course for the employees of 
his/her institution. Our further goal is to model a salesclerk in 
a DS. 



 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an 
overview of our model of conversation agent which includes a 
reasoning model. In section 3, a corpus analysis is carried out. 
Section 4 represents an argumentation model which can be 
used by a conversation agent, and some conclusions are made 
in section 5. 

2 MODELLING COMMUNICATION 

In our model, a conversation agent is a program that consists 
of 6 (interacting) modules (cf. [5]): 

(PL, PS, DM, INT, GEN, LP), 
where PL –  planner, PS – problem solver, DM –  dialogue 
manager, INT –  interpreter, GEN –  generator, LP –  
linguistic processor. PL directs the work of both DM and PS, 
where DM controls communication process and PS solves 
domain-related tasks. The task of INT is to make semantic 
analysis of partner’s utterances and that of GEN is to generate 
semantic representations of agent’s own contributions. LP 
carries out linguistic analysis and generation. Conversation 
agent uses goal base GB and knowledge base KB in its work. 
A necessary precondition of interaction is existence of shared 
(mutual) knowledge of agents. 

2.1 Reasoning Model 

We try to model a “naïve”  theory of reasoning, a “ theory”  that 
people themselves use when they are interacting with other 
people and trying to predict and influence their decisions.  

The reasoning model consists of two functionally linked 
parts: 1) a model of human motivational sphere; 2) reasoning 
schemes. In the motivational sphere three basic factors that 
regulate reasoning of a subject concerning an action D are 
differentiated. First, subject may wish to do D, if pleasant 
aspects of D for him/her overweight unpleasant ones; second, 
subject may find reasonable to do D, if D is needed to reach 
some higher goal, and useful aspects of D overweight harmful 
ones; and third, subject can be in a situation where (s)he must 
(is obliged) to do D – if not doing D will lead to some kind of 
punishment. We call these factors WISH-, NEEDED- and 
MUST-factors, respectively. 

The values of the dimension obligatory/prohibited are in a 
sense absolute: something is obligatory or not, prohibited or 
not. On the other hand, the dimensions pleasant/unpleasant, 
useful/harmful have a scalar character: something is pleasant 
or useful, unpleasant or harmful to a certain degree. For 
simplicity’s sake, it is supposed that these aspects have 
numerical values and that in the process of reasoning 
(weighing the pro- and counter-factors) these values can be 
summed up.  

We have represented the model of motivational sphere of a 
subject by the following vector of weights: 

w = ( w(resources), w(pleasant), w(unpleasant), w(useful), 
w(harmful), w(obligatory), w(prohibited), w(punishment-D), 
w(punishment-not-D) ).  

In the description, w(pleasant), w(unpleasant), w(useful), 
w(harmful) mean weight of pleasant, unpleasant, useful, and 
harmful aspects of D, w(punishment-D) – weight of 
punishment for doing D if it is prohibited and w(punishment-
not-D) – weight of punishment for not doing D if it is 
obligatory. Here w(resources) = 1, if subject has resources 
necessary to do D (otherwise 0); w(obligatory) = 1, if D is 

obligatory for the reasoning subject (otherwise 0); 
w(prohibited) = 1, if D is prohibited (otherwise 0). The values 
of other weights are non-negative natural numbers. 

The second part of the reasoning model consists of 
reasoning schemes, that supposedly regulate human action-
oriented reasoning. A reasoning scheme represents steps that 
the agent goes through in his/her reasoning process; these 
consist in computing and comparing the weights of different 
aspects of D; and the result is the decision to do or not to do 
D. There are three reasoning procedures in our model which 
depend on the factor that triggers the reasoning (WISH, 
NEEDED or MUST).  

The reasoning model is connected with the general model of 
conversation agent in the following way. First, the planner PL 
makes use of reasoning schemes in order to predict the user’s 
decision and second, the KB contains the vector wA (A’s 
subjective evaluations of all possible actions) as well as 
vectors wAB (A’s beliefs concerning B’s evaluations, where B 
denotes agent(s) A may communicate with). The vectors wAB 
are used as partner models. 

For the DS, its partner (user) is similarly a conversation 
agent. 

2.2 Communicative Strategies and Tactics 

A communicative strategy is an algorithm used by a 
participant for achieving his/her goal in interaction. 

The participant A, having a goal that B will decide to do D, 
can realize his/her communicative strategy in different ways 
(using different arguments for): stress pleasant aspects of D 
(i.e. entice B), stress usefulness of D for B (i.e. persuade B), 
stress punishment for not doing D if it is obligatory (threaten 
B). We call communicative tactics these concrete ways of 
realization of a communicative strategy. Communicative 
tactics are ways of argumentation. The participant A, trying to 
direct B’s reasoning to the positive decision (to do D), 
proposes various arguments for doing D while B, when 
opposing, proposes counter-arguments. 

There are three tactics for A in our model which are 
connected with the three reasoning procedures (WISH, 
NEEDED, MUST). By tactics of enticing the reasoning 
procedure WISH, by tactics of persuading the procedure 
NEEDED and by tactics of threatening the procedure MUST 
will be tried to trigger in the partner. 

In case of institutional communication, both of enticing and 
threatening can be excluded because a clerk is an official 
person and (s)he is obligated to communicate cooperatively, 
impersonally, friendly, peacefully (i.e. to stay in a fixed point 
of the communicative space). (S)he only can persuade a 
customer. The general idea underlying the tactic of persuading 
is that A proposes arguments for usefulness of D trying to 
keep the weight of usefulness for B high enough and the 
possible negative values of other aspects brought out by B low 
enough so that the sum of positive and negative aspects of D 
would bring B to the decision to do D [5].  

3 CORPUS ANALYSIS 

For this paper, a closed part of the EDiC has been used, 
consisting of 44 calls where a salesclerk of an education 
agency offers different courses of his/her agency (language, 
book-keeping, secretary treaning etc.) to customers. The 
dialogues have been put into a secret list on the ethical 
reasons, according to an agreement with the company. 



 

14 dialogues out of 44 are excluded from the current study 
because they do not include argumentation at all (the needed 
person is not present, the number the clerk is calling is wrong, 
the recording breaks off). The remaing 30 dialogues can be 
divided into two groups: 1) the salesclerk (A) and the manager 
or personell administrator (B) of another organization are 
communicating for the first time (6 dialogues), 2) they have 
been in the contact previously (24 dialogues). The action D is 
’ to book the offered course’ . 

A call consists of three parts: (1) a ritual beginning, (2) the 
main part which starts with A’s proposal and ends with B’s 
agreement or rejection, (3) a ritual ending.  

3.1 The first contact 

Let us start with considering the dialogues where the 
participants are communicating for the first time. The average 
length of these dialogues is 88 turns (min 54 and max 113 
turns). In two dialogues, the salesclerk starting a conversation 
points another person from the same institution who has 
recommended just that person. 

A typical dialogue starts with A’s introduction and a 
question whether B does know the education company. Then a 
short overview of the company is given (e.g. we are an 
international company, we are acting six years in Estonia, we 
are dealing with sale, service, management, marketing). All 
the statements can be considered as arguments for taking a 
training course. Then a proposal is made by A to take some 
courses. A points the activities of B’s organisation which 
demonstrates that (s)he has previous knowledge about the 
institution (e.g. your firm is dealing with retail and whole sale, 
therefore you could be interested in our courses, Ex2 1). If B 
does not make a decision then A asks B to tell more about B’s 
institution in order to get more arguments for necessity of the 
courses for B, and offers them again. 

(1) 
A:  j a no Ti -  Ti r i t amm pakub j ust  nüd ka 
sel l i st  sel l i st  kool i t ust  et  kui das kui das nei d 
( 0. 5)  mm kl i ent e nüd  
and Ti r i t amm of f er s j ust  such such a t r ai ni ng 
how how [ t o f i nd]  cust omer s 
( 1. 8)   
l ei da eks=ol e,  oma t ur gu  
t o f i nd,  yes,  [ t o i ncr ease]  your  own mar ket  
( 1. 5)   
e suur endada.  j a ( 0. 8)  j a ( 0. 5)  j a samas ka see 
et =et  kui das nei d püsi kl i ent e ´ hoi da ( 1. 0)  kas 
e ( …)  suht l emi st  et .  kui das t ei el e t undub kas 
ned t eemad või ksi d t ei l e huvi  pakkuda?  
t o i ncr ease,  and how t o keep r egul ar  cust omer s.  
how do you t hi nk – ar e you i nt er est ed i n t hat  
t hemes? 

All the dialogues end with an agreement to keep the contact 
(A promises to send information materials to B, call B later), 
B does not decide to accept nor reject a course but postpones 
the decision. Still, that can be considered as a good result for 
A, it shows that his/her arguments were reasonable. B needs 
some time for reasoning, weighing positive and negative 
aspects of D. 

 

                                                 
2 Transcription of conversation analysis is used in the examples. 

3.2 Continuining communication 

Most of the analysed dialogues represent the situations where 
A and B have been in contact before. B has had the time to 
evaluate the information about the courses in order to make a 
decision). The average length of such dialogues is 94 turns 
(min 12, max 264 turns). Therefore, these dialogues are in 
general longer than the first conversations. B agrees to take a 
course only in one conversation, (s)he agrees with reservations 
in two dialogues, and does not agree in one dialogue. In the 
remaining dialogues, A and B come to the agreement to keep 
the contact like in the case of the first communication. So, B 
postpones the decision. A always starts the conversation with 
pointing to a previous contact (we communicated in 
November, I sent catalogues to you – did you receive them, 
which decision did your direction make, Ex 2).  

(2) 
A:  ´ kevadel  r ääki s i me nat uke ´ pi kemal t  s i n 
( . )  ´ v i i mat i .  ( . )  et  e ( . )  kudas t ei l  ´ l äheb 
ka? ( . )  
we t al ked i n t he spr i ng qui t e l ong t he l ast  
t i me,  how do you do? 

It is significant that the introductory part is quite long in the 
dialogues. A behaves very politely, friendly and sometimes 
familiarly (this holds especially for male clerks), Ex 3. 

(3) 
A:  mt  ( . )  kui das on el u ´ vahepeal  l äi nud,  
kõi k kenad ´ r ei s i d on ´ sel j at aha j äänud.  
how di d you do meanwhi l e,  al l  t he ni ce t r i ps 
ar e r emai ned behi nd? 

In this way, A prepares the background for his/her proposal 
and herewith makes a refusal more difficult for B, Ex 4. 

(4) 
B:  [ j ah väga meel di v. ]  t ähendab ä nüd on 
ni modi =et  sel l eks ´ suur eks ´ kool i t useks me . hh 
( 0. 8)  ot sust asi me:  ühe ´ t ei se f i r ma kasuks.  . hh 
kül l  aga ma soovi ksi n r egi st ´ r eer i da si s s i nna 
´ j uht i de aval i kul e m esi nemi s´ kur susel e nüd ühe 
´ i ni mese.  
yes,  ver y ni ce.  i t  means t hat  i t  i s so t hat  we 
deci ded f or  anot her  f i r m f or  t he l ong t r ai ni ng 
but  I ’ d l i ke t o r egi st er  one per son t o t he 
publ i c per f or mance t r ai ni ng cour se 

In the main part of a dialogue, A gives various arguments 
for the usability of the courses for B’s institution and 
meanwhile collects new information by asking questions in 
order to learn more about it and have new arguments for doing 
D (Ex 5,6). 

(5) 
A:   ee küsi ks nüd ´ seda et =et  t a on ( . )  noh 
põhi mõt sel t  möel dud üt l eme mt  ( . )  e ´ j uht i del e 
j a ´ spet si al i st i del e üt l eme kes ´ vast ut avad 
´ r ahvusvahel i st e kont akt i de ´ ar endami se eest .  
I ’ d l i ke t o ask t hat ,  i t  i s  desi gned f or  
manager s i n gener al  and f or  t he speci al i st s who 
ar e r esponsi bl e f or  devel opment  of  
i nt er nat i onal  cont act s 
B:   mhmh.  
hem 
A:   a kas t ei l  on ´ r ahvusvahel i s i  ´ suht ei d,  
but  do you have i nt er nat i onal  r el at i ons? 
B:   mm= 
hem 

(6) 
A:  e on nad sel eal ast  ´ kool i t ust  ka ´ saanud,  



 

di d t hey obt ai n a ( l anguage)  t r ai ni ng t oo? 
B:   ee ül dsel t  ´ mi t t e ( . )  @ t äendap ´ mi na ei  
ol e i ngl i se keel t  ´ kunagi  ´ kusagi l  ´ õppi nud.  @ 
no,  i n gener al ,  i t  means,  I  have never  l ear ned 
Engl i sh 
A:   ahaa 
aha!  

4 MODELLING ARGUMENTATION 
The tactic of persuasion based on the reasoning procedure 
NEEDED (cf. above) is implemented in our model of 
conversation agent (Fig. 1). When persuasing B, A tries to 
indicate useful aspects of D in such a way that the usefulness 
of D would go greater than its harmfulness and B therefore 
would trigger the reasoning procedure NEEDED [5].  

WHI LE B i s not  agr eei ng AND A i s not  gi v i ng up 
DO  
  CASE B’ s answer  of  
   no resources : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o poi nt  at  
t he possi bi l i t y t o gai n t he r esour ces,  at  t he 
same t i me showi ng t hat  t he cost  of  gai ni ng 
t hese r esour ces i s l ower  t han t he wei ght  of  t he 
usef ul ness of  D 
   much harm : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  t o decr ease t he 
val ue of  har mf ul ness i n compar i son wi t h t he 
wei ght  of  usef ul ness 
   much unpleasant : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o 
downgr ade t he unpl easant  aspect s of  D as 
compar ed t o t he usef ul  aspect s of  D 
   D is prohibited and the punishment is 
great : 
pr esent  a count er - ar gument  i n or der  t o 
downgr ade t he wei ght  of  puni shment  as compar ed 
t o t he usef ul ness of  D 
  END CASE 
Pr esent  an ar gument  t o st r ess t he usef ul ness of  
D.  

Fig. 1. Persuasion (author – A, addressee – B).  

If B when opposing indicates other aspects of D then A 
reacts them but in addition tries to direct B’s reasoning to the 
relationship of usefulness and harmfulness of D. For example, 
if B indicates that the resources for doing D are missing then 
A answers with an argument which explains how to gain them 
and that it does not cost much (Ex 7). 
(7) 
B:  . hh mei l  ei  ol e ´ pr aegu er i t i :  ´ r uumi  
vel  põhi mõt t el i sel t  mei e ai nukene  ´ õppe ´ kl ass 
on t eht ud ´ ar vut i k l assi ks  
/ - - - /  
we have no r oom at  t he moment ,  our  s i ngl e 
cl assr oom has been changed t o a comput er  r oom 
/ - - - /  
A:  [ j aj aa]   a´ haa  / - - /  et  noh ol eks 
või mal i k võt t a ka üt me ´ t ul l a ( . )  ´ mei l e seda 
t egema et =see ühe r uumi  üür  ei  ol e er i t i =er i t i  
´ sool ane  
yes,  yes,  aha,  i t  woul d be possi bl e t o t ake,  
l et  me say t o come t o us t o make i t ,  t he r oom 
r ent  i s not  ver y sal t y 
B:  [ ( ( yawns) ) ]   

In institutional negotiation dialogues, persuasion (mainly) 
operates with usefulness, harmfulness and resources of doing 

D. There are no examples in our corpus where B would 
indicate that D is unpleasant or prohibited.  

An experimental dialogue system has being implemented 
which can play the role of both A or B in interaction with a 
user. At the moment the computer operates with semantic 
representations of linguistic input/output only, the surface 
linguistic part of interaction is provided in the form of a list of 
ready-made utterances (sentences in Estonian) which are used 
both by the computer and user. Our implementation represents 
just a prototype realisation of our theoretical ideas and we are 
working on refining it. 

5 CONCLUSION 
We investigated the conversations where the goal of one 
partner, A, is to get another partner, B, to carry out a certain 
action D. Because of this, we have modelled the reasoning 
processes that people supposedly go through when working 
out a decision whether to do an action or not.  

The goal of this paper was to verify our argumentation 
model on Estonian spoken human-human dialogues. Calls of 
salesclerks of an educational company were analysed in order 
to find out how clerks try to bring customers to a decision to 
take a training course. Various arguments are used by the 
clerks to stress usefulness of courses for customers. Still, 
customers seldom agree to take a course. In most cases, a 
decision will be postponed.  

Our next aim is to investigate these dialogues from the 
point of view of customers. We will try to find out the ways of 
argumentation which are used by customers who avoid 
making a final decision.  
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